waddling gait with slight lordosis, 1 to 2+ deep tendon reflexes, and decreased muscle in the shoulder girdles.
Laboratory studies included: CK 9000, SGOT 300, SGPT 400, and LDH 3114. Developmental quotient was 60 with a developmental age of 20 months. Soft tissue x-rays of the leg showed increased fatty bulk of the calves. A muscle biopsy revealed myopathic myopathy with inward migration of sarcolemma nuclei and increase in intramyocele and perimyocele connective tissue as well as adipose t (X 9) .. Case reports both neurologically normal. CK studies done on the mother and the two sibs were normal on several occasions.
The patient was referred for cytogenetic evaluation. A buccal smear was obtained which was 34 % positive for Barr bodies (laboratory range for females is 15 to 40 %). Chromosome studies on this patient revealed a balanced translocation between the short arms of an X and a 9, with a karyotype of 46,X,t(X;9) (p21 ;p22) ( fig 1) . The chromosomes of the parents and both sibs were normal. Thus, the translocation in this patient can be interpreted as a de novo event. Replication studies were undertaken to determine the pattern of X chromosome inactivation in the patient. A There are two theoretical possibilities to explain these seven exceptional Duchenne females. The first is that their mothers are heterozygotes, and the maternal Duchenne carrying X chromosome is the one involved in the translocation. The second is that the translocation event itself causes the Duchenne mutation by interrupting or altering a structural gene, or by causing a position effect on a structural gene. The negative carrier testing of at least five of the mothers makes it likely that at least some of these patients represent new mutations. The negative family history for these seven patients also strongly suggests the same interpretation.
If the translocation is not responsible for producing the DMD mutation, but only for ensuring expression of a pre-existing mutation, then any breakpoint on the X chromosome should result in the non-random selection of the inactive X chromosome required for hemizygous expression of X linked genes. However, the observations that all of the rearrangements are de novo, show preferential expression of the translocated X chromosome, and involve an X chromosomal breakpoint at p21, give support to the hypothesis that the translocation event is probably the cause of the mutation, not merely the mechanism by which the phenotype is expressed. These findings favour the hypothesis that the gene which causes the DMD phenotype is located at Xp2l.
The observation that seven different auiosomes are involved in these DMD 
